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The CTO at Mad Devs Has nothing new about functional programming. Functional programming has been around much longer than PPE since dating back to the 60s. Functional programming is a paradigm. It follows a declarative pattern, which means it focuses on what the program wants to achieve
without specifying how. In particular, JavaScript cannot be compared with functional languages such as Haskell, Erlang, Elm, etc., but supports the functional paradigm very well. As we deal with functional programming, we design application architecture and write code only using functions. Functional
programming is excellent for data processing, concurrent, highly critical, and serverless systems. In this article, we will consider the following concepts of functional programming in JavaScript with simple code examples: Clean Features;Immutability; Reference transparency; first-class features; Functions
of the higher order. Why does functional programming matter? Legible; Concise; Testable; Allows concurrency; Robust.In functional programming, small modules can be encoded quickly and easily. It is one of the main advantages of this paradigm. In addition, functional programming is much more apt



than PPE. It tends to enforce writing code in order of operations, which is more logical. Functional programming has better predictability with clean functions than with unclean functions. The net functionality in functional programming is predictable because the only thing they depend on is their input, and
all they do is return their output. This means that it's safer, and it's harder to introduce errors in your code. It also means it's easier to test the code and find errors if it occurs. Clean FunctionsClean function returns the same result if the same arguments are given. He's not looking at anything else from the
outside space. Returns only its output. It has no other influence on the world. Neau's clean features make no changes other than returning them. There is a concept in functional programming called side effects. A side effect is when the function not only returns a value, but also goes out and changes
something on the side. When a feature starts, it can make a difference when it's running. You need to avoid side effects as much as possible. Sometimes you need side effects. Always try to minimize the range of each variable you make. This means that every time you make a variable it has to live in as
little range and locate your variables as much as possible. Examples.Not pure function:const name = 'Alice' const sayHi = () =&gt; { console.log('Hello ${name}') }; sayHi(); Net function:const sayHi = (name) = &gt; 'Hello ${name}'; sayHi ('Alice');ImmutabilityImmutability is a concept that is rooted in
functional programming. Whenever we want to introduce changes to some data, we should get the new object back with updated data instead of editing the original object. Immutability you can think of as save as because it returns a new object while in-place mutation would be like saving - updating the
original and embarking on an earlier state. It gives you tighter control over your data, making your code safer and more predictable immediately. Primitives are only fixed values built into JavaScript. Consider another example:let string = Fixed string; let otherString = string.slice(8, 17);Objects and fields are
variable in JavaScript. This means that the data structure can be changed. How to work with mutability in JavaScript? First, most field methods are used, such as sorting, push, pop, joints are destructive. There are really few non-destructive methods available – slice. Returns a piece of the field without
editing the original one.let fruits = [Banana, Orange, Lemon, Apple, Mango]; leave the citrus = fruit.slice (1, 3); console.log(citrus); Outputs: Orange, Lemon console.log (fruit); Outputs: Banana, Orange, Lemon, Apple, MangoAs you can see the original field has been preserved. The JS shall include the
dissemination operator. Provides an easy way to create a new field by copying values from another field. The actual power of propagation operators comes from a combination of propagation syntax to make various operations such as adding, removing and updating.let fruit = [Banana, Orange]; leave
updatedFruits = [... fruit, Mango]; Outputs: Banana, Orange, MangoIn this example, I'm copying all the previous items, but I'm also adding a new one at once. The original field has not changed and I have an updated field. In addition to slice, several other array methods also return a new object, instead of
editing the original (filter, map, cut, concat, etc.). In order for objects to be immutable, we need to freeze them. The Object.freeze() method freezes the object. So objects become immutable. With this method, nothing can be added or deleted to the frozen object property set. Any attempt to do this
fails.const person = Object.freeze({ first name: John, last name: Dell }); person.name = Max; Outputs: Unable to assign read-only property 'name'We must assume that using Object.freeze(), nested objects can be changed. Object.freeze() does only shallow freezing. To make the object immutable, we
need to freeze deeper.function deepFreeze(object) { var propNames = Object.getOwnPropertyNames(object); for (let name of propNames) { let value = object[name]; if (value &amp;&amp;&amp; typeof value === object) { deepFreeze(value); } } return Object.freeze(object); } var obj2 = { internal: { and: null
} } deepFreeze(obj2); obj2.internal.a = anotherValue; fails quietly in the non-strict regime obj2.internal.a; nullReferential TransparencyReferential transparency is another concept closely related to net features and side effects. Benchmark transparency means that functions do not rely on anything beyond
their parameters and, as a result, it becomes predictable in its behaviour. This means that it returns the same response due to the same parameters. This makes our code very functionsIf you are learning JavaScript, you can hear that in the language the functions are considered first-class objects. This is
because in JavaScript, as well as in other languages that support functional programming, the functions are objects. A first-class function can be an argument for another function, it can be assigned to a variable, it can generally be processed just like any other object. Functions in JS can be assigned to
variables:const sayHi =() =&gt; { return 'Hi'; } console.log(sayHi()); Outputs: HiFunctions in JS can be passed as arguments to the function:const sayHiToSomeone = (callback, name) = &gt; { return callback() + ' + name; } console.log (sayHiToSomeone(sayHi, 'Max')); Outputs: Hi MaxFunctions in JS can
be returned from function:const greeterConstructor = greeting = &gt; { return country = &gt; { return greeting + ' ' + country; } } const engGreeter = greeterConstructor ('Welcome to '); console.log(engGreeter('England.')); Exits: Welcome to England. const gerGreeter = greeterConstructor('Welkom Bij');
console.log(gerGreeter('Duits.')) // Outputs: Welkom Bij Duits.Higher order functions Are functions that work on other functions by either taking them as arguments or returning them. The higher order function is the main concept in functional programming. These features allow you to write simpler and
more elegant code. With higher order features, we can reduce errors and make it easier to read and understand our code. The fact that JavaScript supports premium features allows you to create higher order features. So the concept of premium features explained how JavaScript features are handled
and used. The reason we use both of these terms is that it helps to understand what is possible and thus harness the power of JavaScript. The most common application of higher order features in JavaScript is callback. There are several methods in JavaScript that allow us to pass a feature that will be
used as part of this method. Es5 field methods illustrate this well. For example, the sort field function is a higher order function. The sort function has a function as an argument or an anonymous function. Map, reduce, filter, forEach are other examples of a higher order of features built into JavaScript. So,
always try to use the built-in higher-order feature in Javascript that we can all use to make our code more elegant instead of control loops like For.let fruit = [Banana, Orange, Apple, Papaya, Mango]; leave sorted = fruits.sort(); console.log(sorted); Outputs: Apple, Banana,Mango, Orange, Papaya [1, 2, 3,
4].filter(function(n) { return n &gt; 2 }) // Outputs: 3, 4ConclusionFunctional Programming these days becomes the standard building of maintainable and modern JavaScript applications. Drafts from this article allow you to take advantage of functional programming and write cleaner code. Also in this article
I will not include Functional programming concepts such as recursion, monads, functors, lambda, monoid, curry, etc. They are quite advanced, so they were omitted in this article. Understanding these concepts of functional programming will definitely give you the upper hand. Become Hackolyte Level into
your reading game by joining Hacker Noon Now! Nwo!
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